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Abstract

A magnetic spectrometer has been developed for the AWAKE experiment at CERN in order to measure the energy distribution of
bunches of electrons accelerated in wakefields generated by proton bunches in plasma. AWAKE is a proof-of-principle experiment
for proton-driven plasma wakefield acceleration, using proton bunches from the SPS. Electron bunches are accelerated to O(1 GeV)
in a rubidium plasma cell and then separated from the proton bunches via a dipole magnet. The dipole magnet also induces an
energy-dependent spatial horizontal spread on the electron bunch which then impacts on a scintillator screen. The scintillation
photons emitted are transported via three highly-reflective mirrors to an intensified CCD camera, housed in a dark room, which
passes the images to the CERN controls system for storage and further analysis. Given the known magnetic field and determination
of the efficiencies of the system, the spatial spread of the scintillation photons can be converted to an electron energy distribution. A
lamp attached on a rail in front of the scintillator is used to calibrate the optical system, with calibration of the scintillator screen’s
response to electrons carried out at the CLEAR facility at CERN. In this article, the design of the AWAKE spectrometer is presented,
along with the calibrations carried out and expected performance such that the energy distribution of accelerated electrons can be
measured.
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1. Introduction1

The Advanced Wakefield (AWAKE) experiment at CERN is2

a proof-of-principle experiment demonstrating plasma wake-3

field acceleration using a proton drive beam for the first time [1,4

2, 3, 4]. Proton bunches from the CERN SPS accelerator are5

injected into a rubidium (Rb) vapour and co-propagate with an6

intense laser pulse which creates the plasma and seeds the mod-7

ulation of the proton bunch into microbunches [5, 6]. These mi-8

crobunches induce strong resonant wakefields which are sam-9

pled by an externally-injected electron bunch, which is acceler-10

ated to high energy.11

A magnetic spectrometer has been installed downstream of12

the plasma cell in order to measure the energy distribution of13

the accelerated electron bunch. The spectrometer has been de-14

signed to fulfil the following requirements:15

• Separate the accelerated electrons from the drive bunch16

protons.17

• Introduce a spatial distribution into the accelerated bunch18

that is a function of energy.19

∗Corresponding author at: UCL, London, UK
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• Measure the spatial intensity distribution of the acceler-20

ated electrons to allow the mean energy, energy spread and21

bunch charge to be calculated.22

• Provide sufficient acceptance to prevent significant loss of23

accelerated electrons before the energy measurement.24

• Provide sufficient dynamic range to allow measurement of25

a range of electron energies from 0–5 GeV.26

• Measure the energy profile of the electron bunch with27

sufficient resolution to demonstrate proton-driven plasma28

wakefield acceleration of witness bunch electrons.29

The AWAKE electron spectrometer has been used recently30

to measure acceleration of electrons to GeV energies in the31

first demonstration of proton-driven plasma wakefield acceler-32

ation [7]. The evolution of the spectrometer’s design has been33

discussed previously [8, 9]. Here, we present the final design34

and full calibration of the system.35

1.1. Overview36

The layout of the spectrometer within the AWAKE tunnel is37

shown in Figure 1. The magnetic part of the spectrometer sys-38

tem begins approximately 4.5 m downstream of the plasma cell39

exit and consists of two quadrupoles followed by a C-shaped40

dipole magnet. Inside the dipole magnet the AWAKE beamline41
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Figure 1: The electron spectrometer at AWAKE. The path of the scintillator
photons which reach the camera is shown with a series of shaded blocks: the
first block shows the path from the scintillator to the first mirror (M1), the
second block shows the path from M1 to the second mirror (M2), the third block
shows the path from M2 through the fire safety window to the third mirror (M3)
which is within the spectrometer dark room and the fourth block shows the path
inside the dark room from M3 to the lens and camera. Close to the dark room
are the rack PCs used for data acquisition and control of the camera.

expands into a large triangular vacuum chamber, terminated on42

one side by a thin window which allows high energy electrons43

to pass through. Attached to the exterior surface of the window44

is a scintillating phosphor screen which emits photons when45

particles deposit energy in it. The scintillator photons are trans-46

ported, via a series of large mirrors, to a focusing lens and CCD47

camera in an adjacent tunnel.48

2. Components49

2.1. Magnets50

The spectrometer dipole is an electromagnet which can be51

stably operated between input currents of 18 A and 650 A,52

corresponding to approximate integrated magnetic fields of53

0.065 T m and 1.545 T m respectively. The length of the mag-54

net’s iron is 1 m in the direction parallel to the beamline and55

0.32 m in the transverse direction. To reduce the impact of56

fringe fields on the electrons while maintaining a large inte-57

grated field the magnet is offset in the transverse direction such58

that electrons have 0.285 m of iron in the direction in which59

they are bent. At the lowest current, electrons at the injection60

energy of approximately 18 MeV can be measured by the spec-61

trometer and at the highest current, electrons with energies up62

to 8.5 GeV can be measured. The field has been mapped for a63

number of these currents and finite element analysis (FEA) sim-64

ulations have been performed to infer field maps for other cur-65

rent settings. With these field maps the position–energy conver-66

sion function for the spectrometer can be specified using only67

three additional parameters: the transverse distance from the68

proton axis to the nearest point on the scintillator S x, the lon-69

gitudinal distance from this point to the upstream face of the70

magnet S z and the angle between the scintillator and the proton71

axis ϑ. Them measured values of these parameters are given in72
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Figure 2: The position–energy (ξ–E) relationship at dipole magnet settings of
40 A and 650 A, simulated using BDSIM.

Table 1. The measurements come from a combination of a ded-73

icated survey and measurements of the proton bunch’s position.74

With the above measurements, the position–energy conver-75

sion function can be simulated using BDSIM [10]. This sim-76

ulation can be compared to an analytic solution under the as-77

sumption of a uniform magnetic field and the results are found78

to match to within 2% at any given point on the scintillator. The79

uncertainty in the conversion function arising from uncertain-80

ties in the measured values was also estimated in these simula-81

tions. However, a 1% overall uncertainty in the magnetic field82

map, determined by comparing the available measured values83

to those simulated by FEA, dominates over the uncertainties84

shown in Table 1. Examples of the position–energy function us-85

ing two of the field maps for input currents of 40 A and 650 A86

are shown in Figure 2. At 40 A the energy range available is87

approximately 30–800 MeV and at 650 A it is 300–8500 MeV.88

The relationship between the position and energy is non-linear,89

changing slowly at the lower energy end of the scintillator and90

rapidly at the high energy end. This has important implications91

for the energy resolution, as discussed in Section 3.1.92

The spectrometer’s quadrupoles have an iron length of93

0.285 m and a peak magnetic field gradient of 18.1 T m−1 at94

a current of 362 A. At this setting the quadrupoles are maxi-95

mally focusing for a beam of approximately 1.3 GeV. Because96

the quadrupoles are separated by about 0.2 m, they must be97

offset in strength by approximately 6% in order to both focus98

onto the plane of the scintillator. However, the electron’s path99

length from the quadrupoles to the scintillator varies depend-100

ing on which part of the scintillator they are incident upon and,101

hence, their energy. This variation in the path length of 0.35 m102

from the high energy end to the low energy end means that the103

quadrupoles cannot be offset with respect to each other to focus104

perfectly at the screen for all energies and the offset of 6% is105

a compromise to provide reasonable focusing across the whole106

screen.107

2.2. Camera and optical line108

The camera used to image the spectrometer’s scintillator is109

an Andor iStar 340T, an intensified camera with a 2048× 512110
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Table 1: Measured values for each of the parameters defining the position of
the scintillator relative to the magnet and the proton axis.

Parameter Value
S z 1.676 ± 0.001 m
S x 0.0620 ± 0.0005 m
ϑ 44.80 ± 0.01◦

pixel CCD, often used in low-light and spectroscopy applica-111

tions. The camera is triggered approximately 100 ms before112

proton extraction to AWAKE occurs and is delayed internally113

using the camera’s digital delay generator which controls when114

the intensifier is gated to amplify the light. The camera is con-115

trolled remotely using a bespoke FESA [11] class which is in-116

terfaced to the camera using Andor’s SDK. This class is also117

responsible for data readout and interfaces to AWAKE’s data118

acquisition and logging systems. To reduce readout noise dur-119

ing operation the camera is cooled to −30◦C using an in-built120

Peltier device with a heat sink cooled by a closed-circuit liquid121

cooling system circulating a 2:1 mixture of distilled water and122

ethylene glycol at 12◦C.123

A unique challenge for the spectrometer is the high level of124

radiation in the AWAKE tunnel, generated by the proton drive125

bunch. This radiation necessitates placing the spectrometer’s126

camera far away from the beamline to reduce the background127

noise and protect it from radiation damage. This requires a spe-128

cially designed optical line consisting of a long focal length lens129

and three mirrors.130

The optical distance between the camera and the scintilla-131

tor is 17 m. To ensure sufficient light capture and resolution132

a long focal length, low f-number lens is used: a Nikon AF-S133

NIKKOR 400 mm f /2.8E FL ED VR. The front of the lens is134

fitted with a 550±25 nm filter of the same diameter. This filter135

reduces the ambient background due to lights in the experimen-136

tal area. The parameters for this lens and the dimensions of the137

scintillator were used as inputs to a Zemax OpticStudio sim-138

ulation to define the required dimensions for the optical line139

mirrors. These dimensions are summarised in Table 2, which140

shows both the required size of the mirror (clear aperture) as141

defined by Zemax OpticStudio and the physical size used in the142

experiment. The image intensifier in the CCD camera limits143

the active pixels in the horizontal axis to 1850. For the 0.997 m144

wide scintillator this gives 0.54 mm px−1. Imaging a resolution145

target directly from 17 m with the camera shows that the res-146

olution limit is approximately 1.5 mm with the limiting factor147

likely being the intensifier in the camera. To maintain this res-148

olution, the Zemax OpticStudio simulation of the line shows149

that the mirrors must be optical grade; they must have λ/2 flat-150

ness over any 100 mm area. Additionally, the scratch-dig of151

the mirrors must not exceed 80/50. The mirrors are made from152

BK7 glass which is polished to achieve the desired flatness and153

scratch-dig. This polishing process generates a considerable154

amount of heat and, given the thermal expansion of the BK7155

and the required surface properties, this necessitates a relatively156

thick piece of glass. As such, each mirror has a thickness of157

40 mm. This thicker glass is also minimally affected by grav-158

Table 2: Mirror dimensions and clear apertures. M1 is the mirror closest to the
scintillator.

Mirror Width / mm Height / mm
M1 full 926.0 150.0
M1 clear aperture 898.2 121.2
M2 full 926.0 150.0
M2 clear aperture 819.5 126.4
M3 full 524.0 160.0
M3 clear aperture 504.6 140.5

itational bending. This is particularly important for M1 which159

hangs facing downwards, with the mirror held in place by the160

three adjustment screws.161

The polished glass has a protected aluminium coating, with162

three layers of material designed to ensure high reflectance, uni-163

formity and ease of use. The first is a 10 nm chromium layer to164

ensure adhesion of the coating to the glass. The second layer is165

100 nm of aluminium which was selected because of its good166

reflectance around the 545 nm peak of the scintillator emis-167

sion. The final layer is 185 nm of quartz, to further enhance168

reflectance and to prevent the oxidation of the aluminium layer.169

The thickness of the quartz layer has been adjusted using a com-170

bination of simulation and testing such that the mirrors provide171

their most uniform reflectance around the wavelength of emis-172

sion of the scintillator. The mirrors were coated by evaporation;173

via an electron gun for the quartz and chromium layers and ther-174

mally for the aluminium layer. Each mirror has a reflectance of175

approximately 92% around the emission peak of the scintillator.176

Due to the mirror’s large size, bespoke mounts have been de-177

signed. The tip and tilt of the mirrors may be adjusted in these178

mounts using three screws and the mounts themselves can be179

further adjusted by additional screws. The mounts have been180

designed to hold the mirrors securely to minimise the need to181

realign the system. Another key feature of the mounts is that182

they are sturdy, such that vibrations from the floor are signifi-183

cantly damped. These vibrations can lead to movement of the184

mirrors which blurs the images recorded by the camera. The185

mirror most affected by these movements is M1 due to its less186

rigid base and the fact that the mirror hangs from the mount187

rather than sitting on it. A harmonic FEA modelling has been188

performed using ANSYS to determine the transfer functions of189

the mount for M1. These transfer functions in combination with190

the measured power spectral density from the mount locations191

can be used to determine the displacement of the centre of grav-192

ity of the mirror. Inputting these displacements into a model193

of the optical line in Zemax OpticStudio shows that there is a194

negligible effect on the image. Furthermore, the analysis shows195

that the vibrations do not cause movements of the mirrors at fre-196

quencies higher than 1 Hz. This is important since the exposure197

time of the camera is typically O(100 µs) and, as such, move-198

ments below approximately 1 kHz would cause no appreciable199

blurring of the images.200

The only other optical component in the line is a 550× 200×201

3 mm3 BK7 window between mirrors M2 and M3. This win-202

dow is located in a door and its purpose is to maintain the203
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fire rating of the door while minimally affecting the light pass-204

ing through it. The window is coated with a broadband anti-205

reflective coating giving an overall transmittance of greater than206

99.0% in the wavelength range 550 ± 50 nm.207

2.3. Vacuum chamber and window208

The large spectrometer magnet necessitates the use of a be-209

spoke vacuum chamber. The vacuum chamber is triangular,210

extending away from the beamline in the bending axis of the211

electrons and is terminated by a thin window. A large portion212

of the vacuum chamber is positioned within the aperture of the213

magnet and, as such, its full height is restricted to 80 mm. To214

minimise the loss of accelerated electrons this aperture is kept215

as clear as possible. This means that the portion of the chamber216

inside the magnet has no stiffeners. The chamber has a 6 mm217

thick stainless steel wall, to prevent buckling. The centre of the218

chamber is attached to the magnet for the same reason.219

The most delicate part of the vacuum chamber is the window220

through which the electrons pass. To minimise the scattering221

and loss of these electrons the window is composed of a 2 mm222

thick aluminium alloy. To avoid welding, which could create223

weak points, the whole window assembly is produced from one224

solid sheet of aluminium 6082-T6. The aluminium grain size is225

approximately 10–20 µm meaning that there is a minimum of226

100 grains across the thickness of the window. This relatively227

large number of grains is sufficient to ensure that the window is228

leak-tight. The window is 62 mm high and 997 mm wide with229

the aluminium rounded into a semicircle at each end to avoid230

corners which could create weak points.231

Electrons passing through the vacuum window scatter, los-232

ing energy and producing secondary particles in the process.233

The window is manufactured with a tolerance of 0.05 mm and234

BDSIM simulations show that an increase or decrease of this235

amount induces a change of only 5 µm in the spatial spread of236

a 20 MeV electron bunch after the window.237

2.4. Scintillator238

The scintillator chosen for the spectrometer is a DRZ-High239

screen, a terbium doped gadolinium oxysulfide (Gd2O2S:Tb)240

scintillator manufactured by Mitsubishi. The scintillator has a241

thickness of 507 µm and has been cut to fit the vacuum window242

in the shape described above. The scintillator is attached to the243

exterior surface of the vacuum window using a 200 µm thick244

double sided adhesive. The spread of the electron beam over245

these 200 µm is negligible given the resolution of the spectrom-246

eter’s optical system. The majority of the scintillator’s emission247

is sharply peaked around 545 nm and the response to incident248

radiation is linear for the charge densities present at AWAKE.249

3. Calibration and simulation250

3.1. Optical line251

Not all the light produced by the scintillator is captured, due252

to the angular emission profile and the finite size of the spec-253

trometer’s optics. This induces a position dependence in the254

light captured by the camera, which must be corrected for. This255
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Figure 3: Normalised camera response R to a constant light source scanned
across the surface of the scintillator (solid line, left axis). The curve has been
normalised to 1 at the point ξ = 0.84 m where the electron’s incident angle (dot-
dashed line, right axis) is 90◦. The response has been linearly interpolated.

correction factor is measured by imaging a constant light source256

as it is scanned across the surface of the scintillator. This light257

source is a diffuse emitter of light peaked at 545 nm, mimick-258

ing the scintillator. This scan produces a curve which allows the259

scintillator emission to be normalised relative to a given point.260

In the left axis in Figure 3 the curve has been normalised such261

that the emission measured at ξ = 0.84 m is 1. This is the point262

at which electrons are normally incident on the scintillator, as263

shown on the right axis in Figure 3 which gives the incident264

electron angle θ for each ξ.265

The optical resolution of the system is also determined using266

the light source. A resolution target consisting of a number of267

black and clear bars of varying widths is fixed to the front of268

the light source and imaged. From this, the modulation trans-269

fer function (MTF) of the system and, hence, the resolution,270

may be determined. The MTF for the optical system is shown271

in Figure 4, which also has the design of the resolution target272

inset. Without the fire safety window present the system per-273

forms as designed; the MTF is above 0.5 for a spatial frequency274

of 0.33 mm−1, corresponding to a resolution of 1.5 mm. How-275

ever, the inclusion of the 3 mm thick fire safety window signif-276

icantly affects the MTF at higher spatial frequencies, limiting277

the resolution to approximately 2 mm.278

This 2 mm optical resolution limit restricts the energy reso-279

lution. This effect is particularly significant at high energies,280

as displayed in Figure 5 which shows the derivative of the in-281

ferred energy with respect to ξ across the scintillator for a 40 A282

dipole current. At the high energy (∼800 MeV) end a 2 mm un-283

certainty in ξ corresponds to an energy uncertainty of approx-284

imately 19 MeV, or 2.4%, which is larger than the 1% uncer-285

tainty arising from the magnetic field and dominates the over-286

all uncertainty. This effect can be mitigated by increasing the287

dipole current to keep accelerated electrons away from the high288

energy end of the scintillator. This comes at the expense of289

reducing the accelerated charge density and, hence, the signal-290

to-background ratio.291

Changing the camera’s gain and gate width is necessary to292

prevent saturation of the image under different conditions. For293
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Figure 4: Modulation transfer function (MTF) of the full optical system mea-
sured using a resolution target. The design of the target is inset within the figure
and has four sets of bars, spaced with frequency f . Results are shown for the
system with and without the fire safety window present.
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Figure 5: Absolute energy derivative with respect to position across the screen
for a 40 A dipole setting. The curve peaks at the high energy end showing
that measurements in this region are more sensitive to an uncertainty in the
electron’s ξ position.

example, standard running conditions at AWAKE require a294

500 µs gate with a gain of 3000 (out of 4095), but this does295

not work for calibration because the lamp is brighter than a typ-296

ical signal. As such, the correction between different settings297

has been measured using the lamp. Increasing the gate width298

does not result in a linear increase in signal, as shown in Fig-299

ure 6, which shows a plot of the camera response to a constant300

light source for different gate widths w. The points represent the301

mean of several measurements which have had a w = 0 expo-302

sure subtracted and have been normalised such that a 1 µs gate303

gives a response of 1. The correction for the camera’s gain is304

shown in Figure 7, where each point again represents the mean305

of several background-subtracted exposures to a constant light306

source. The response is approximately exponential at low to307

intermediate gain values but deviates at higher gains.308
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Figure 6: Normalised camera response R to a constant light source for different
gate widths w. The points are normalised such that a 1 µs gate gives a response
of 1.
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Figure 7: Normalised camera response R to a constant light source for different
gain values g. The points are normalised such that a gain of 0 gives a response
of 1.

3.2. Scintillator309

When imaging the scintillator response with different gate310

widths an additional correction must be applied. This arises311

because the response of the scintillator to radiation varies over312

time, rising quickly to a maximum value and then decaying ap-313

proximately exponentially with a given decay constant. This314

response has been measured using radiation generated by the315

proton beam at AWAKE. The radiation was generated by the316

proton beam interacting with a number of removable foils along317

the AWAKE beamline and the radiative flux is linearly propor-318

tional to the proton bunch charge, which varies but is measured319

each extraction. A scan was performed by increasing the de-320

lay before the camera is gated and taking a number of images321

at each setting. These images were background subtracted and322

then fit against the proton charge with a linear function with323

an intercept of 0. The fit coefficients for a series of delay set-324

tings are shown in Figure 8, with an exponential function fit325
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to the points with delays greater than 163.7 µs. The axis is set326

such that the proton bunch passes at approximately 0 µs and327

smaller gate widths have been used closer to this point to show328

the structure of the response. The data have been normalised329

relative to the first data point, which is centred on 1.2 µs and330

has a gate width of 1 µs. As can be seen, the signal rises very331

quickly and then becomes well described by an exponential ap-332

proximately 200 µs after the radiation passes. The error bars333

on each point come from a combination in quadrature of the334

statistical uncertainty and a systematic uncertainty arising from335

different experimental setups. The exponential fit over the full336

range returns a half life of 379 ± 1 µs.337

The long distance between the electron source and the spec-338

trometer at AWAKE makes it difficult to propagate a bunch of339

well-known charge to the scintillator. Consequently the charge340

response of the scintillator has been measured at the CLEAR fa-341

cility at CERN [12]. A setup intended to mimic that present at342

AWAKE was used, with the scintillator attached to the vacuum343

window placed in the path of an electron bunch with an en-344

ergy of approximately 150 MeV. The bunch was normally inci-345

dent on the rear surface of the vacuum window with a spot size346

of O(1 mm). The charge of this bunch was scanned from the347

minimum available charge of approximately 2 pC up to 35 pC;348

a range intended to be representative of the expected acceler-349

ated bunch charge at AWAKE [2]. For each event the charge350

was measured immediately before the bunch was incident on351

the vacuum window and the scintillator response was captured352

using the same Andor camera used at AWAKE. Due to the vari-353

able bunch charge for any given setting, a large number of im-354

ages were taken at each point. The optical setup for the cali-355

bration was very different to that used at AWAKE. A smaller356

105 mm focal length lens was used and the camera was posi-357

tioned at a distance of 3 m from the scintillator facing orthogo-358

nal to the beamline, with the light reflected via a 5 cm diameter359

silver mirror. The correction for the different optical setups is360

made using the same light source as used in the optical cal-361

ibration, which mimics the emission of the scintillator. The362

wide charge range necessitated changing the camera gain and363

gate width settings for different points and these have been cor-364

rected for as described in the previous subsection. When the365

gate width is corrected the scintillator emission is also corrected366

using the half life measured in Figure 8.367

The captured images were subtracted for three different back-368

grounds: the intrinsic camera background, the ambient back-369

ground in the room and a particle background generated by ra-370

diation directly incident on the camera during events. The data371

are binned by charge with a bin width of 5 pC, the approximate372

resolution of the charge measurement device. The fit to the373

data is shown in Figure 9, with a response of 1.09 ± 0.02 × 105
374

CCD counts per incident pC. The values given here correspond375

to a gate width of 500 µs and a gain of 250 measured from a376

delay of 200 µs after the initial glow of the scintillator begins.377

Measurements of the scintillator at different points and for beam378

energies of 95 and 120 MeV agree with this fit to within 1σ.379
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Figure 8: Normalised response of the scintillator to radiation at different times
after it passes. The radiation is incident at approximately 101.0363 ms and the
response reaches a maximum within 1 µs of that. The response then decays,
slowly at first and approximately exponentially after 200–250 µs. The vertical
bars give the statistical uncertainty and the shaded block gives the combination
of statistical and systematic uncertainties. The horizontal bars indicate the ex-
posure time, not the timing uncertainty. The exponential fitted here has a half
life of 379 ± 1 µs.

4. Conclusion380

In conclusion, a magnetic spectrometer to measure accel-381

erated electrons bunches at AWAKE has been designed. The382

spectrometer tackles the unique challenge of the high proton383

backgrounds present by removing the imaging device from the384

beamline area and transferring scintillation signals to it using an385

optical path comprised of metre-scale mirrors. The scintillator386

and the optical system have been sufficiently characterised in387

order to allow the spectrometer to achieve its goal of measuring388

the charge and energy of the accelerated electrons.389
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